
Contemporary Photographers at Soho Photo Gallery

Jordan Matter: “Finding Serendipity”
Thursday, May 14, 2015 from 6 to 7 p.m.

Fate, fortune, kismet or serendipity – whatever you call it, best-selling author and
photographer Jordan Matter has made a career out of relying on the unknown to
provide inspiration. He has never storyboarded a single shot in his career, even when
working on campaigns or magazine spreads. This process may seem like blind faith, but
there is a method to his madness. Using photos and video spanning his career, and
delivering his talk with high-energy and humor, Matter will take the viewers through his
exciting process of learning to be lucky.

Jordan Matter, one of 2014's "top emerging artists" (Art Business News), is the author
of the New York Times bestseller and international phenomenon, DANCERS AMONG
US, a collection of photographs of dancers in everyday situations around the world.
Oprah Magazine, Barnes & Noble, NPR and Amazon selected it as a “Best Book.”
Matter and his work have been featured on television, and in print and exhibitions
throughout the world, including ABC World News with Diane Sawyer, the Today Show,
the BBC, The Huffington Post, and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Seoul, Korea.
Images from this ever-growing project continue to be viewed and shared on-line by
millions of people, all over the planet, every day.

“Breathtaking photos to free your imagination.”
Diane Sawyer / ABC World News

“Jordan Matter is a delight! He exudes tremendous energy and enthusiasm for his passion. At
each public appearance, Jordan left audiences thrilled and inspired!”
Margaret Hawley / Director of Arts, Culture and Education / U.S. Embassy Seoul

Soho Photo Gallery is pleased to welcome Jordan Matter to its
Contemporary Photographers series. Please check our website for further
information on this series and other exciting events: sohophoto.com
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15 White Street, New York City


